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Product Images

Short Description

The Vineyard Deep Seating Rocking Chair (GNR23-VIN) by POLYWOOD. With a balance of supportive seat
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cushions and soft buttoned back pillows

Description

The Vineyard Deep Seating Rocking Chair (GNR23-VIN) by POLYWOOD. With a balance of supportive seat
cushions and soft buttoned back pillows, covered in durable Sunbrella® fabric, the Vineyard Deep Seating
Rocking Chair provides the ultimate spot for relaxation. This cozy rocking chair pairs well with Newport End
Tables and the rest of the Vineyard Deep Seating Collection.

Includes

One (1) Vineyard Deep Seating Rocking Chair
One (1) seat & back cushions

Dimensions

37.00" D x 28.50" W x 29.25" H (40 lbs. )
Seat : 20.5"D x 22"W x 17.5"H

Features

Marine-grade foam cushions feature an interior drain for quick drying and resist weather, salt, sun,
mold and mildew
Sunbrella® fabric available in a variety of UV-inhibited colors that minimize fading
Built to withstand a range of climates including hot sun, snowy winters, and strong coastal winds
Constructed of genuine POLYWOOD® lumber that is not prone to splinter, crack, chip, peel, or rot
20-year residential warranty
Cleans easily with soap, water, and a soft bristle brush
UV protectant and color continuously throughout the HDPE material; requires no painting or
waterproofing
Marine-grade quality hardware
Made in Syracuse, Indiana
Assembly required

About Revolution Fabric

Revolution was introduced to the furniture industry in March 2014. Revolution was the first PFC chemical free
performance fabric to hit the marketplace and was the only one made entirely in the United States after
much of the textile business went overseas in 2008. Revolution has become a go-to fabric in the interior
design community, because it can be used in just about any type of project, whether it's a sectional for a
multi-million dollar beach house or kitchen banquette cushions for a small family home. The cleanability and
price point is perfect for clients designing on a budget.

How to Clean Revolution Fabric

Small stains can be removed with a mixture of mild dish soap and water. 
For tougher stains, a mix one ounce of bleach with 30 ounces of water in a spray bottle. If possible,
place a clean towel between the fabric and foam cushion to absorb any excess moisture. Set the nozzle
to "fan" the spray pattern and wet out the entire side of the cover where the stain is. Then wipe the
entire cover with a clean cloth to remove any excess moisture. Then spray the same area with clean
water to rinse the bleach solution out of the fabric. Again wipe the entire cover with a clean cloth to
remove any excess moisture. Allow the cover to air dry
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Durability : Backed by a 20-Year Warranty, our lumber is resistant to stains and corrosive substances, and isnt
prone to splinter, crack, chip, peel, or rot.

Weather resistance : Our all-weather material is built to withstand all four seasons and a range of climates
including hot sun, snowy winters, salt spray, and heavy winds.

Color-stay technology : UV inhibitors and stabilizers protect our lumber from harmful environmental
degradation and, along with light stable pigments, run continuously throughout the material.

Low maintenance : Genuine POLYWOOD lumber cleans easily with soap and water and requires no painting,
staining, or waterproofing.

 

About the Manufacturer

Back in 1990, we were the first to create outdoor furniture from recycled plastic materials. "Made with
genuine POLYWOOD lumber" is a brand promise. Our furniture is built to be enjoyed season after season .
More importantly, our goal is to help create spaces where friends and family can gather, relax, and connect.
POLYWOOD recycles an average of 400,000 milk jugs per day. Truckloads of recycled milk jugs are
transformed into genuine POLYWOOD lumber, which is then used to construct our furniture.

Additional Information

SKU GNR23-VIN

Brand POLYWOOD

Ships Out Estimate 1 - 2 Weeks

Residential Warranty 20 Years Residential
3 Years Limited Commercial

DISCONTINUED Vineyard Deep Seating
Rocking Chair w/ Vintage Finish GNR23-
VIN

was

$840.00 Special
Price

$589.00
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